Announcing a New Game…
Super Belch Sisters!!
Beta Fighters, and The Steve Series before it, have both been postponed. We are
switching platforms from Game Maker to Unity, as Game Maker Studio 2 doesn’t live up to
quality standards we anticipated. We are looking forward to bringing a brand new game to you
made in Unity, a program we’re just starting to learn. Let’s talk about the game in particular.

Gameplay
The core gameplay of Super Belch Sisters revolves around collecting fizzy powerups
and using them to burp opponents offstage. When you lose a stock, you can use your special
attack to get back in the game. Each character also has a special ability that aids them in battle.
Character’s core functionality are the same and only differ based on their special attack and
ability.

Characters
Ribbelcha (Frog girl) (Bi) (Black)
Special Attack: Tongue Gatling (Several attacks with their frog tongue that can knock foes
offstage and lowers their speed if they survive)
Ability: Tongue Grab (When using a basic attack, their tongue will extend and cling onto foes,
who they will then throw in a given direction)
Sweetsie (Innocent blonde mage) (Pan) (Polynesian)
Special Attack: Invulnerability (Temporary invulnerability for 10 seconds)
Ability: Small but Powerful (Attack length is shorter but more powerful)
Gayla (Pink-haired lesbian) (Middle-eastern)
Special Attack: Sword of Rainbows (Slashes and creates rainbow effects)
Ability: Lovely (Basic attacks create hearts that can immobilize foes, with better range
depending on the charge level)
Wilston (Long-green-haired girl with a backwards baseball cap) (Ace/aro) (Native American)
Special Attack: Play Ball (Hits three baseballs with a bat, balls can bounce)
Ability: Tomboy (Chained attacks power increases)
Burnette (Black-haired fist-fighter) (Lesbian) (Black)
Special Attack: Brawling Melee (A flurry of fists that knock opponents offstage)

Ability: Soda-Chugger (Items are twice as effective at charging up attacks)
Koko (Serious blonde in armor) (Lesbian) (Black)
Special Attack: Lazer Cannon (Shoots a large lazer beam from the palms of her hand)
Ability: Will to Win (Attacks are always charged, but slightly less powerful)
Gravea (Purple-haired cocky, arrogant yet peppy demon girl) (Bi) (Demon)
Special Attack: Hex (Makes a fighter under her control, which she can use to attack other
fighters or make the character self-destruct)
Ability: Spirit Belch (A ghost appears with the maxed out basic attack, who can reverse the
target's controls)
Rami-Yami (Orange-haired girl with her assistants Korb and Pack) (Pan) (Asian)
Special Attack: Triple Belch (Rami-Yami, Korb, and Pack all attack at max power with no limits)
Ability: Korb and Pack (The two characters also attack whenever she does, but their attacks are
much weaker)
Frostella (Blue-haired girl in a kimono) (Bi) (Asian)
Special Attack: Frosty Wind (Freezes characters)
Ability: Surprise (Attack power at max level is double, but anything below that is halved)
Blussa (Humble sweet elf archer girl) (Pan) (Mexican)
Special Attack: Purity Arrow (Shoots an arrow across the screen that KOs all it hits)
Ability: Archer (Increased basic attack range)
We hope you anticipate our upcoming ridiculous game and enjoy it in the future.

